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See the Pattern Piece Location Guide for each 
pattern piece’s page number to print them 
individually.

A0 SHEETS 
LanaDress2-20PatternA0.pdf

HOW TO USE THIS PATTERN
The pattern pieces are tiled so you can print 

them on Letter (8½" x 11") or A4 size paper. You 
can also send the A0 pattern sheet PDF to a local 
or online printer (like www.pdfplotting.com) to 
print on large sheets (36" x 48" for U.S. or AO for 
international). 

This pattern includes size layers. To get the best 
results, open either the Tiled or A0 pattern pieces 
PDF in Acrobat Reader. 

Open the Layers Palette (View>Show/
Hide>Navigation Panes>Layers) and hide all of 
the layer(s) except for the ones you want to print 
by clicking on the eye icon.

The All Sizes and Tiled Markings layers have 
general pattern information and will always print.

You may choose to turn off the Page Numbers 
layer. The page numbers will still appear at the 
bottom of each page in the footer.

WORKING WITH THE TILED PIECES
Go to File>Print and change the page range to 

the pages you need for the pieces you’ve chosen 
(see Pattern Pieces Printing Index). Make sure the 
Page Sizing settings to 100% or Actual Size. Test 
this after printing by measuring the 1" test box on 
the first page of the pattern pieces.

Cut apart any pattern pieces that share a page, 
then fold back or cut off the page margins on 
each page as marked.

Match the letters in the gray corner diamonds. 
Tape the pages together, butting up the folded or 
cut page edges with the gray margin lines.



INTRODUCTION
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Meet the Lana Dress! I have wanted to add a petal bust design to the 
Charm library forever, so I’m thrilled to introduce this pattern to you. 
A sculptural bust like this is one of the most lovely and iconic designs 

of the ’50s, and it instantly brings to mind Old Hollywood glamour. I was inspired 
by the tropical designs of Alfred Shaheen, as well as satin gowns worn by movie 
royalty (like Lana Turner herself, the namesake of this pattern) to create this 
versatile pattern. 

The focal point of this dress is the layered bust, with an outer petal that can 
be worn up or folded down to reveal a contrast lining and show the gathered 
bra cups underneath. Below the bust line is a princess-seamed midriff with an 
optional basque waist. The skirt is one of the most spectacular I’ve encountered in 
my vintage hunting: it’s a full circle, accented with both box pleats and gathered 
sections. (It’s certainly not for minimalists!) To expand your options, we’ve included 
a removable halter strap and an optional shirred back. And the crowning glory is 
the triangular shawl, which is especially glamorous when lined in silk charmeuse 
(match it to your petal lining!) and trimmed with beaded fringe. 

Of course, it wouldn’t be a Charm design without a mix-and-match element! 
This pattern is part of our Lamour Series, so you can customize your look to your 
heart’s content. I love the idea of pairing the petal bust bodice with the Lamour 
Sarong Skirt, or making an adorable romper with our Loretta Shorts (available on 
Patreon). You can further customize your dress with your fabric choice. It can be 
made in a cheerful floral cotton or the most sumptuous silk satin.

This dress is complex to make, but your patience will be rewarded with one of 
the most special frocks in your collection! The fully boned and underlined bodice 
make this dress a joy to create and wear. I hope you love making your Lana Dress!

xoxo, Gertie
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Dress with 
shirred back

Dress with straight waist, bra 
petal, bra upper, Lamour Sarong 
Skirt & Lamour shoulder drape

Dress with straight waist, bra 
petal, bra upper & Lamour 
Three-Quarter Circle Skirt

Dress with straight 
waist, bra upper 
lining & Liz Skirt

Playsuit with straight 
waist, bra petal, bra 

upper & Loretta Shorts

Dress with basque 
waist, bra upper 
& halter strap

Dress with basque 
waist, bra petal 

& bra upper

Dress with straight 
waist, bra petal 

& bra petal

Dress with straight 
waist, bra petal, bra 
upper & halter strap

Dress with straight 
waist, bra upper &

Dress with  
basque waist,  

bra petal, bra upper 
& halter strap

DESIGN OPTIONS

Mix and match to make your dream wardrobe! The Lana Dress has options included in the pattern: choose 
from a basque or straight waist (be sure to follow the cutting lines for your chosen variation!), wear it strapless 
or with the removable and convertible straps, opt for the gathered upper cup or use the lining upper cup for 
a smooth look, and don’t forget to top it off with the included shawl. The Lana Dress was also designed to be 
interchangeable with the Lamour Series from Charm Patterns. Use the Loretta Shorts (from Patreon) to make 
an adorable romper, or try the Lamour sarong skirt to give Lana an entirely different look.

petal no petal

Pleated skirt 
shown on all

MIX & 
MATCH

with the  
Lamour Dress, 

Liz Dress,  
or Loretta  

Shorts

THIS PATTERN IS PART OF THE LAMOUR SERIES
Here are some examples of how you could combine the Lana Dress options with other patterns 
in the Lamour Series. See the full list of mix and match options for this series on page 36 or at 
CharmPatterns.com/mix-and-match.

https://charmpatterns.com/mix-and-match
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OPTION PIECE #s YARDAGE FABRIC

Bust

Bodice

Strap

Skirt

NOTES:

DESIGN YOUR LANA DRESS
Use this worksheet to sketch, plan, and estimate yardage for your dress!
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PATTERN PIECES
1. Midriff Center Front

Cut 1 fabric on fold, 1 underlining
on fold, 1 lining on fold

2. Midriff Side Front
Cut 2 fabric, 2 underlining, 2 lining

3. Bodice Center Back
Cut 2 fabric, 2 underlining, 2 lining

4. Bodice Side Back
Cut 2 fabric, 2 underlining, 2 lining

5.  Shirred Side Back (optional
alternative to Bodice Side Back)
Cut 2 fabric

6. Bra Lower Center
Cut 2 bra fabric, 2 petal fabric,
4 underlining, 2 lining, 2 petal lining

7. Bra Lower Side
Cut 2 bra fabric, 2 petal fabric,
4 underlining, 2 lining, 2 petal lining

8. Bra Upper
Cut 2 bra fabric, 2 underlining

9. Bra Upper Lining
Cut 2 lining

10. Petal 
Cut 2 petal fabric, 2 underlining,
2 petal lining

11. Skirt Front
Cut 1 fabric on fold, 1 lining on
fold (lining optional)

12. Skirt Back 
Cut 2 fabric, 2 lining (lining optional)

13. Pocket 
Cut 4 fabric

14. Halter Strap
Cut 1 fabric, 1 underlining

15. Shawl Center 
Cut 1 fabric on fold, 1 lining on fold

16. Shawl Side
Cut 2 fabric, 2 lining
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REQUIRED YARDAGE & CUTTING LAYOUTS

FABRIC NOTES
See specific fabric recommendations on the envelope. This dress was 
designed for woven (not knit) fabrics. You may use a woven fabric 
blended with Lycra/spandex; however, you may wish to orient the 
fabric’s stretch horizontally around the body and take in the side seams 
to account for the stretch. Pair with a lining fabric blended with spandex.

You can line the optional petal units in a fabric that will contrast with 
your dress fabric. For the inner bra and halter strap, you may choose to 
use your lining fabric or your outer dress fabric.

This dress is a great opportunity to use sheer fabrics and lace. Make 
sure to pick an underlining that will be both sturdy and attractive 
(since it will be visible). If more structure is desired, you can add a 
second muslin underlining. 

Note: all pattern pieces are shown in a “without nap” layout. You may need 
additional yardage for directional prints, stripes, plaids, and other prints that 
need to be matched across seamlines.

KEY TO LAYOUTS

Right side of 
pattern piece

Be sure to note whether the pieces are 
cut on a double or single layer of fabric. 
For a double layer, there will be a note 
indicating FOLD on the layout. 

14

15

15

13Wrong side of 
pattern piece




